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Dditorial
DVANCES in amateur radio technique do

not come without some efort and con-
siderable experimentation. And when we

do get them, thJy often have a stinq-which
may cause us Bome pain if we do not use them
properly. The various forms of V.F.O. which
re becoming almost universal in amateur radio
stations nowadays _ are a case in point. The
advantages are well enough known to anvone
who has used them, buf their disadvantases
have already earned them considerable disrenu"te.
The.bad notes, instabil ity ofthe poorly designcd
verslons, proouced many derogatory remarks
when they were first introduced, 

- 
These troubles

have practically disappeared now, with in-
creasing knowledge of how to design V.F.O.'s
aDd. greater cue in their construction and
operation. In fact, some are so stable and reli_
able that tbere's a tendency to use them almost
as frequency rneters and work closer and closer
to tbe edges of the bands with an often misplaced
c<infidence that " you know exactly wher'e you
are . "

Mr. C. Wright of the Leicester Telecommuni-
cations Laboratories, Monitoring Dept., tells
us that out-of-the-band operation is Lecomine
so widespread that the authorities re becominl
seriously concerned about it. One is oftei
tempted to assume that some amateurs in
countries which shall remain naneless do
deliberately operate out of the band. But we
feel quite confident in saying that no British
Amateur is so fool-hardy as to deliberatelv
go out of the band. Those with crystals havl
no need Lo wony, but the v,F.O, operators
must watch. their step when getting near the
edSe ot the bands.

The frst is that of placing too much confdence
in the calibration of one's receiver. Manv of
the ex-service receivers have rather small band-
spread for amateur band work, partieularly
on the higher frequencies and it is quite im-
possible to read the band edee calibraiion with
sufficient accuracy to use i i as a band edge
marker. Even when usinq a receiver with fJl
band spread, great care mirst be taken in using
it to give one rhe band limite. So many thing-s
can occur rendering its readings unreliable enough
for this purpose.
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The next most common cause is that of callins
a station on his own frequency and assmini
that he is in the band. SomeLimes he isn't l
And_ then the monitoring people put a black
mark against a G station as- w;ll a; aqainst the
foreigner ! 

-

- Finally, there are those people who rely on
the calibration of their V.F.O. Well, you-mav
b-eable to or you may not ! It depends o, yor"
Y.F.O. ard rhe way you built- it. Jusi be
careful what y9u are doing in this respecl when
you set you V.F.O. right up to lhe band edge.

It your transmitter is not crystal controlled,
you must have an accurate and reliable frequencv
meter in your station. Maybe we should havl
devoted-sti l l  more space to this type of gear.
We would have done, had it not bein for p"aper
rationing. However, a description of a freqriency
meter with 100 kcs. sub-standard of an accuracv
more than adequate for dmateur needs recently
appeared in our companion journal the Shori
Wave News.* It should be read bv all who are
contemplating the construction of'a frequency
meter.

It seems to us that there ars three chief causes
responsible for getting one our of the band. (*  Vol .3,  No.5,  May,  1948, p.  114).
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Radio Miscellany
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HE popularity of home constructiono instead
of proving to be a temporary boom caused
by war-time conditions as foretold by

people in the industry who should have known
better, is certainly increasing. I remember,
eighteen years ago how the pessimists gloomily

shook their heads and told us the ilays of home
construction, except for a few short-wave fans,
were over. True, we shall never again see

anything of the same scale of the 1924 to 1930
era, but I cannot envisage a future when home
construction will be a lost art. Not only is the
hobby wider in scope and more exciting than
in the lean years preceding the war, but what
a reversal of form ! The short-wave fans are
all too busy using their ex-W.D. gear to spend
much time on construction while the proportion
of hone-built broadcast receivers continues to
rise.

Many constructors feel that the nodern BC
set is maale up with poorer quality components
than in 1939 and that there is a depressing

" sameness " about all the rnodels for the home
market. Purchase Tax, tooo gives an added
incentive and as plenty of components and valves
are available at junk prices, the constructor
has the added thrill of knowing the receiver he
has built is a " bargain,"

This Purchase Tax business seems to be a
bit of a puzzle to some correspondents, and in
assessing the comparative values or considering
fluctuating prices it should be remembered that
up to Novenber, 1941, it was 33$ per cent. on
wholesale prices. With the Emergency Budget
it was advanceil to 50 per cent., remaining at
that figure until April last when it was further
increased to 66$ per cent. The crippling effect
on the home market caused much unemployment
throughout the industry so in June the Govern-
ment had to yield and return to the original''ffgure 

of 33{ per cent., where it seems likely to,
stay. Even so radio sales are still seriously
curtailed as the public, remembering f 939
values, regard them as too costly. The tax may
yet have to be removed entirely to keep the inilus-
try prosperous, but I have seen too many taxes
brought in as a temporary measure, stay in-
definitely, to dare to hope for its early removal.

The public's sales resistance is well evidenced
by the widely advertised oo never-never " terms
held out in inducenent-a class of business still
unnecessary in almost every other trade.

As,,things are, the constructor gets the satis-
faction of not having to pay tax in the puchase
of cabinets, speakers, transformerso etc.o when
solil:other than as a part of a receiver. Ampli

fiers, transmitters and deaf aid valves. of couse.
have remained untaxed throushout.

Ask Me Another.

The reasons for some of these exemDtions
from tax are obvious, but I hope ro or" u.k. -"
why some are free. I seen to spend a large part
of my life finding possible answers to sticky
questions.

Like most other enthusiasts I enjoy trying to
help the newcomer, partly because it is in
keeping with the fine tradition of our hobby
and partly perhaps because it gratifies one of
my minor conceits, and anyway, it is the Right
Thing. Maybe it was something of this spirit
that once again induced me to give a general
outline, " Frorr Listening Post to Shack," to
a gathering of enthusiasts at a recent meeting.
The basis of the idea was gradually building up
with gear" not only immediately useful, but with
the final aim of equipping a station at the mini-
mum expense. This obviously covers a very
wide range and when the time for "Any Questions"
came, the youngsters particularly, shot them up
by the dozen until I began to wonder whether
some were being asked merely to sound my views
on a number of debatable subjects. It would
have tested the adroitness of a lawyer and the
evasiveness of a politician to have answered
some of them that touched upon other magazines,
witers, radio organisations and proprietary
equipment, without risking the rest of my life
defending libel suits ! Others which were
obviously asked by beginners would have re-
quired a whole lot of explanation first and even
then might not be completely answered.

I did hint thar some might be better dealt
with by being thrown open to a Iater meetinE
for discussion and after hearing all views, form
one's own opinion, which will in due course
become modified in the light of further experience.

Not a few would seem to be of general interest
and here are a few samples. 

- 
I -How long

should my valves last ? 2-What is the simplest
way [o cut louwes in a sleel cabinet ? 3-l s it
difficult to grind a crystal a few kcs. HF ?
4-Why rlo Mazda have their own size octal
bases ? S-Is it true that excessive nrofits
are made on ex-W.D. suplus ? 6-Where can I
get an American communications receiver
properly serviced anil aligned ? ?-What sort
of television picLue ought my cousin to get at
150 ft. above sea level, 53 miles frorn A.P.?

I will try to briefly summarise my replies
fully realising that a few readers will dis4gree
with some of them, but that is all to the eood.
There i. nothing l ike discussion for promoting
knowledee.
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l-The quick answer might well be about
1,000 hours if operated under correct conditions.
Actually the falling off is low initially, but then
increases fairly rapidly for a while until finallv
the rate again slows dom. The averaqe valvl
normally has an exceedingly long useful-l i fe and
often in actual practice remains in service when
its efrciency is a long way down. With the aver-
age user it is generally a question of what sort
of performance he is content to put up with rather
that a question of durability. We all know of
cases of receivers in daily use which have not
had a valve replaced for years-to the detrinent
of the set's performance ! For most listeners
a valve.lasts just as long as it gives the results
that they demand.

2-As these are formed by heavy presses I
frankly cannot think it is possible to cut ven-
tilation louvres in steel cabinets at home or in
the " den " type of workshop. It is possible to
imitate them in aluminium by deep scoring and
beating out with a suitable drift and I have seen
a few presentable jobs done this way. Maybe
some muscular reader has done this in steel, but
I shouldn't care to have to tackle it, preferring
the easy courge of using holes lined with metal
gauze mounted behind them.

3-It certainly isn't easy to do and far less
easy to lbrecast, as some crystals grind more
easily than others. There is always the danger
of overshooting the mark or the crystal ceasing
to oscillate until a bit more grinding is done.
I- have tackled the job a few times with only
about 50 per cent. success. The usual procedurl
is to use fine carborundum powder on a new
carborundum stone or with grinding-in paste on
glass. Because of the danger of oJcillation
ceasing. one face should be maiked and that side
left severely alone. It is a good plan to cut a
rubber or cork disc the size of the crystal, apart
from making it easier to handle the pressul is
more l ikely to be evenly spread. The crystal
should be washed in warm water or carbon
tet. before each test.

4-I just don't know. They started making
them that way when the international size wai
something of a novelty and have kept it up ever
since. Perhaps despite what appears ai first
sight to be the case, it may be good business,
I rnust confess that I used to feel a mild prejudice
about it at one time, but after usins i few of
them (espec ia l l y  rhe  SP6 l )  I  jus r  have to  pur  up
with it.

S-Very dangerous ground this, as whatever
answer I make I am liable to get it where the
chicken got the chopper from (a) Lbose who
think they are, and (b) rhose who scy they are
not. I have heard it argued very authoritatively
both ways and have changed my mind about it
half-a-dozen times already. There is, of course,
the expense of buying it on speculation as to

coldition, the transport, sorting, advertising
and normal expenses of retailing. There are,
too, instances where bulk buyers have got more
than their money back on the packing cases
alone. The buying price varies enormously-
often by hundreds per cent. Prices throughout
the trade are more or less uniform so on anv
one item a dealer may have either a luge oi
very small profit margin by having to fix his
price at the general level. As far as I can
personally ascertain the average profit is greater
than in the retail of new lines, but then the real
truth may well be that everybody else's money
always looks much more easily come by than
onets om.

6-Pre-war there were a number of firms
specialising in this form of work, but in any,
case the job is not beyond the capabilities of a
competent (and conscientious) radio servicing
engineer or advanced amateur having the
necessary gear.

7-A good guide is the number (and sort)
of TV aerials to be seen in the district-f ive
and six element arrays are by no means unusual
on the South coast ! Without this as a leader
it would seen the cheapest to talk a neighbour
into trying it f irst, was the start to my inswer.
After the amusement subsided a bright-eyed
youngster suggested that the questioner's cousin
should get one on the " never-never " and let
them take it away if reception wasn't to his
satisfaction, but on this happy note the very
pleasant meeting had to end. However, the
Secretary tells me that he has " dated " me for a
future continuation talk when more time could
be given over to questions. I am not so thrilled.
With the questions thought out beforehand f
might find myself on a very sticky wicket.

CO.OPERATION

An application made by the Radio Inclustry
Council to the Minister of Transoort to distribute
a pamphlet on suppression o? ignition inter-
ference with television reception upon renewal
of motor vehicle licences, was refused. The
grounds given were that it was not their policy
to allow the " registration machinery " to be
used for purposes other than which it was
devised.

Despite helpful co-operatiou from the Post
Office and big transport organisations, it still
seems to be the aim of ou bueaucratic Govern-
ment Depiltments to expend their zeal in pre-
venting anyboily from doing anything !

6 b l



An Ac/Dc Short Wave Superhet
R. J.  Appl"by -  | .S.W.L. G988

Describing an Eight-valve communications receiver

for 28 - l'B Mcs. Amateur Banil Operation.

f  T A V I N C  b e e n  l b r  s o m e  l i r n e  a  n r e r n b e r  o [

l f -  . f :  O. ! . .1  ba t te ry  "  c lan . "  i t  was  dec ided,
- -  

a l though we l l  aware  o f  the  capab i l i t ies
of that type of receiver to attempt something
rather more ambitious. There were times when
it was thought this was rather a iash move, but
the results obtained when completed fully
compensated for ninor headaches and time spent.

The power supply available being DC it meant
either batteries again, wibrators, convertors or
an orthodox AC/DC arrangement, and the
latter was {inally selected. A glance at the
circuit diagram shows the receiver to be of fairly
conventional design, plus the additions of an
'S' meter used for comparison and/or tuning
indicator, and a beat frequency oscillator with
variable pitch control. The valves used are:
RF Amplif ier, EF39; Frequency Changer
ECH35 ; Ist IF and 2nd IF, EF39; znd Detector,
AVC and lst Audio Amplif ier, EBC33; BFO,
EF39; Output, EL32 ; and CY3l Rectif ier.
Plug-in coils to cover the five amateur bands

358

in present use between 30 and 1.? Mcs. rvith sep-
arate RF and Oscillator tuning capacitors are
used. The three ganged bandspread capacitors
provide a useful amount of spread on the higher
frequency bands, approximately 145 degrees
and 60 degrees for the 28 and 14 Mcs. bands
respectively. Slow motion drives are fitted to
the bandspread and main oscillator dials only
as the RF main tuning is " flat " enough to be
brought into step without any reduction fear.

An IF of 465 kcs. is used, the only apparent
drawback with this frequency being a spot of
second channel interference from strong signals
on the 28 Mcs. band. There are advantages,
horvever, such as extra gain and selectivity
rvhen this frequency is used. The lower inter-
mediate frequency is used generally, but this
can be changed at will by the use of the separate
main oscillator control. In fact, the range
covered by any set of coils can be exteniled by
this method.
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No RF gain control is fitted mainlv because
the receiver is used as a " DX trap " only and
the more gain obtainable from that stage the
better in such a case, so it is left to run " f lai out."
The frequency changer circuit is practically iden-
tical to that recommended by the valve manu-
factuer so no more need be said about that stace.
The lst IF being lhe ouly stage affected by the
AYC on/off s*it"b, alro earries the meter
" bridge " in its anode circuit. A combination
of the 2nd IF grid stopper and the IF gain control
enables a certain amount of regeneration to take
place in this stage. effectivelf removing a few
siale bands when needed. In fact, with ihe sain
control at maximum the valve slides into
oscillation. Yarious values of resistance were
tried in the stopper position until this condition
was obtained and a quarter watt resistor was
accommodated in the screened top-cap connector
of V4, suitably insulated of couise, by a short
length of sleeving.

Although a 6in, permanent magnet speaker is
generally used, phones can be inserted in the lst
audio stage if necessary by the usual plug and
jack nethod. A simple top-cut co;tr; l is
ad jus ted  by  R26.

Power is supplied by the usual AC/DC circuit
arrangement and i[ must be remembered that,
in apparatus of this type, the chassis may be
alive in respect to earth, which necessitatej the
introduction of capacitors capable of rvith-

standing at least double the mains voltage in
both aeriaI and earth leads. ln the wr-iter's
case no earth is used and the aerial in qeneral
use being a 28 Mcs. haU-wave doublet ln the
attic terminates in the aerial coupling coil Ll,
which is effectively insulateil from the chassis.
The receiver has been tested on AC mains, there
being no trace of hum or other " undesirables "
appilent.

The BFO coil, grid-leak, grid and padding
capacitors are all accommodated in a small
aluminium can llin. x lfin. x l$in., the output
being coupled to the 2nd detector {iode by twis-
ting the lead from the BFO anode for about an
inch with a lead from the diode pin. The
amount of coupling can be adjusted to suit
individual tastes or a suirabli small f ixed
capacitor could be used if preferred.

The coils for the 28 and 14 Mcs. bands are
wound on low-loss ribbed formers l*in. in dia-
meler and for t-he remainder !in. pixolin tube
is used attached to cut-down four-pin valve
bases. The diagram gives details of method
and windings, etc. Suitable coil bases and
valve holders in ceramic or similar material are
used for Ll/z, L3/4, L5l6 and Vl and V2.
This is to be recommended if the receiver is to
be used on the higher frequency bands as is the
case here.

The meter circuit adjustments were made when
everything else had been " battened down.tt

Rear aiew of the receiaer. Note the screening of the aarious stages,
35t
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W I N D I N C
ONDARY

PRIMARY
W I N D I N C

L  F  R A N C E S
CUIDOWN FOUR-
P I N  V A L V E  8 A S € H F  R A N C E S

A L L  F I F I e E N  C O | L S  A R E  V I O U N D  A S  S H O W N .
T H E  P R I M A R I E S  O N T H E  H F  R A N C E S  A R E
I N l E R - W O U N D  A S  S H O W N  A B O V E .

B A S E  C O N N E C T I O N S  S H O W N  A R E  A S
V I E T , Y E D  F R O M  E E N E A T H  C H A S S I S .

PIN CONNEC'IONS c. o7s

{o
o3

COIL WINDING DATA

28 Mcs., l|in. former, l8 swg, Tinned Copper.Wire. L2, 4, 6-22 turns close wound, 26 swg
Ll, 3, 5-3 turns spaced own diameter. enamelled.

L2,4,6-2* , ,  , ,
Distance between windings, I dia. of wire. 3.5 Mcs. $in. former' 40 swg E&SSC.

14Mcs. llin. former,22swgTinnedcopperwire. 
L]' 3'.5-rs:;ffdtXt: rvound over earthv

Ll, 3, 5....-3+ turns, spaced own diameter. L2,4,6-60 turns close lvound.
L2,4,6-42 , ,  , ,

Distance between windings, ]in. l.? Mcs. $in. former, 40 swg E&SSC.
7 Mcs, fin. former. Ll, 3, 5-25 turns close wound over earthy

Ll, 3, 5-6 turns 40 swg E&SSC close wound end of secondary'
over earthy end of secondary. L2, 4, 6-100 turns close wound

With the meter switch on and the AVC switch
off the needle flew over against the pin. R9
was adjusted until the needle returned to zero
then the AVC was switched on, futher slight
adjustment of R9 was necessary to return needle
Io zero. AII adjustments were carried out with
no signal being receiwed. The IF gain control
has an efrect on the meter readines so this must
be set at a pre-determired spot iT a set scale is
used on the meter or comparisons are to be
made between different signals. Tbe three pole
meter on/ofr switch was incorporated to isolate
the instrument if the receiver is tuned to a strong
signal with tbe AVC in operation.
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The receiver is built around an aluminium
chassis, lB swg, lSin. x 9in. x 3in. and the panel
is of mild steel, l8 swg, l6in. x 9in. The diagrams
give some idea of the lay-out and appearance,
the " hoops " (]in. x $in.) give ease of handling,
especially when the receiver is up-ended for any
pupose, as it can stand on these without having
to balance on the valve caps ! AII screens and
capacitor mounting brackets are made of sub-
stantial gauge aluminir.m and the latter were
nade as short as possible to minimise whip, etc.
The flexible couplers also help to reiluce this.

Perhaps it should be mentioned that no signal
generator or other aligning appilatus was used
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The controls on ,he receiuer are as follows: the large dial is for banilspreail, the small (lower) diat is
main tuning. The controls along the bottom are RF gain, IF gain, AF gain and tone control. The
three switches aboue these or". ,"-odirg brt b ri?ht-lvc (Soi), BfO ("Sro3), Meter (Swl). Abooe

the switches are the Pitch Control anil "5,' Meter,

unless QRM from neighbouring vacuun cleaners
can be included in that class. The dust-cored
IF transforners were trimmed for maximm
gain by ear, utilising the hiss produced, and
gradually reducing the IF gain as the noise level
increased. In any case, it does not matter if
they are a bit off tune as this can be taken care
of by the separate tuning controls.

Results obtained taking into account the
aerial in use have been very gratifying on'both
l0 antl 20 meters. The signal to noise ratio on
the lower frequencies is somewhat lower. A
I0 meter doublet does not exactlv match 80 and

top band ! Five sets of coils are used and
thanks to the separate oscillator control the three
coils in use for each band are wound exactly
the same although a few turns more or less on the
80 and top band oscillator coils do not make
a lot of difference,

The handling of the set presents no particular
difficulty or anything abnormal for its type.
Some DX logged at good speaker strength on
l0 metres when conditions favourable includes
KG6, ZL4, J9, CR9, LU, CE, and VK, in addition
to the usual run of W's, VE's. etc.

FROM THE
Dear OM's.

I note that F. T. A. RandaII acrees with
E, J. Clarke about the poor quality of valve
bases and I also agree. Suely, however, the
answer to this question is in the use of Button
Base valves, either battery or mains types. I
have used these valves and find them most
satisfactory and since a number of types are
now obtainable I suggest that more use could
be maile of them.

Best wishes,
M. F. SMITH, G1503 (Morecambe).
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MAILBAG
Dear Sirs.

The article describing my signal generator in
the July issue contained a small erroro as follows:
At the end of Output Stage data, the part about
cathode capacitor should read: " . . . If O/C,
it can be checked by shunting with another
capacitor . . . " If this were S/C, as published,
it will, of course, show up during the cathode
voltage and cathode resistance tests,

Sincerely yous,

L. F. SINFIELD (Luton).
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BOOK REYIEW
.. Radio Calls of rhe Worldr" published by the

New Zealand DX Radio Association.
44pp. Demy 4to. 2/6.

This publication will be particularly welcomed
by those of the fraternity who are interested
in Medium Wave DX. Split into suitable sec-
tions are lists of North and South American
stations, those from the East, Euope and
Africa. In these lists, given in order offrequency,
the call sign, power and time zone are shown.
In addition, a complete list of Australian and
New Zealand broadcasters with schedules are
included, A sizeable list of world-wide short
wave stations, complete with schedules, is another
useful feature of this publication.

Another section gives medium wave stations
by call sign, alphabetically. For the amateur
'station 

fan, there is a full list of the addresses of
all VK hams. A few odil itens completes what
is surely one of the best half-crown's worth that
the medium wave DX-er is likely to encounter.

Though this excellent publication was pub-
lished primarily for NZ DX.RA members, it
is available to readers in this country at 2/6,
post-paid. The address is The Secretary, NZ
DX.RA Inc., 20, Marion Street, Wellington,
C.2, New Zealand.

w.N.s.

TRADE REVIEW
We have received from the Woden Trans-

former Co., Ltd.o copies of their latest catalogue

leaflets describing their well-known rnains

transformers, chokes and modulation trans-

formers. Types and sizes to meet all amateu

requirem€nts are available and those contem-
plating a rebuild needing components of this

type are strongly recommended to send for these
leaflets before making their purchases. Details

are also available of a very useful range of stan-
daril replacement mains transformers most useful

to the service engineer and a futher interesting

line is a series of Auto transformers rating from

60 to 1,000 watts, This literatue and the latest

retail price list can be had on application to

the firm at their Moxley Road, Bilston, Staffs.,

address.

TRADE NOTBS
Stratton & Co.o Ltil., announce that the price

of their popular Eddystone 640 Communications
Receiver has been reduced to 927/10/0-free
of purchase tax. fn order to enable as many
amateus as possible to enjoy the possession
of one of these receivers, Strattons are also
prepared to offer very generous Hire purchase

facilities, details of which can be obtained
from their Registered Agents.

The characteristics of this receiver are too
well-known to amateurs to need further com-
ments from us. May we renind readers that it
is designed specifically for Amateur Band use,
covering all bands from top-band to ten. It is
a nine valve job, with RF stage, noise limiter,
BFO and crystal filter and all the other ueual
refinements required by the discriminating
amateu. At this uew low price, we feel certain
this receiver will become one of the most popular
to be found in British Amateur shacks.

An interesting addition to the Eddystone
range of receivers is the " 6?0 " Marine Receiver.
This receiver is intended for " personal cabin
user" for those who are at sea and are thus often
out of range of medium-wave broadcast stations
and who, therefore, require a reliable short-wave

receiver. The frequency coverage is 30 Mcs.-
522 kcs. in four bands and the receiver has many
unique featues, such as AC/DC operation on
voltages varying from l10-230, interference

filter unit, provision for headphones or ,.personal

speaker," etc. The price is f37/10/0-'ftee of
puchase tax.

Ciyilesrlale Supply Co. have sent along their
" Suppleinent 4A." This 32 page catalogue is
published in order to bring up-to-date the
existing List 4. Little need be said except to
mention that the usual large range of surplus
equipment is shown. Copies may be obtained

from Clydesdale at 2, Bridge Streeto Glasgow, C.5.

Evert Kaleveld, PAoXE, Zetlweg J5rd,

Haalem, Netherlands, would be very pleased
to send data of any German valves to readers

of the Shorr Waae Nms or rhe RaiJio Constructor.

He reguests that an International Reply Coupon
be sent to cover postage, please.
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An Introduetion to the Theory of
Thermionie Valves

By Kenneth R. Goodley

Part 6

(a) Alternating Potential Applierl telDiode.

1N Fig. l4a an alternating potential is

I applied to the Anode and Filament of a
- 

Diode.
The positive half-cycles will make the anode

positive with respect to the fiIament, and for the
periotl of their cluration current will flow across
the valve. During the negative half-cycles,
however, the anoile will be negative to the fila-
ment anil no current will flow.

If the meter-M-+eade Direct Cuent onln
the positiye and negative half-cycles would cancel
out if the valve were to conduct in both direc-
tions. Since only the positive half-cycles cause

are remoaed. If the circuit of Fig. lSa is connecteal up, the
the aaerage pulses of ffient across the valve flow through

R and prorluce voltage pulses across it (Fig. lsb).

an electron flow in the valve, the average value
of the applied voltage will be the mean average
of the positive peaks of current, and therefore
also positive (Fig. lab). If the alternating
potential is produced by a circuit tuned to some
broadcast frequency, the input will (normally)
be varying rapidly in amplitude and the average

Fig. lLa,

A P P t r t D  V O L T A C T

in l4a.Fig,. LAb. Shouing cuner* flou

Fig. I4c. The regatit:e half-cycles
If the input aaries in amplituih,

xalue will. also.

3e4

Fig. llb. The output pulses of current are those
flouing through "R" in Fig, l1oo uhich proiluce
aoltage pulses across it. Positit:e holf cycles (input)

proiluce pulses of current.

value will be vrying at an auilio frequency and
could therefore be heard if a pair of headphonee
replaced the meter (Fig. l4c).

(b) Resistance in Anoile Circuit.

Fig. l\a.
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If, as will be discussed later, the pulses of cutrent
are " amplitude modulated " (".g., varying in
sympathy with the input from a tuned circuit)
the voltage pulses will do likewise.

Fig. 16. Pulses "A" are decreasing pulses of
current charging up capacitor. Coilings are:
"B"-Charge on capacitor is constant, sinu
there is no electron flow during negatioe half-cyclns.
Thnrefore, the anode remains at constant negatiae
aoltage during each negatiue pulse. "C"-Anoile
becomes negatioe due to charge on capacitor.
*D"-Further negatiae bias on anode ilue to flow
of elcctrons to capacitor, N.B.: The "cut-o;ff*
input pulses show that positiae half-cycle is equal
to negatiae potential on anode. Maximum Vo
is 0 (zero) so that there is no further flow of electons.

(c) Capacitor in Anoile Circuit.

If the resistance R of Fig. ISa is replaced by
a capacitor, the effect is rather difrerent.

As before, electrons begin to flow during the
positive half-cycles, but since current cannot
pass through the capacitor, the latter is charged
up, the anode voltage falling rapidly until the
positive half-cycles equal the negative potential
on the anode, making the maximum anode
voltage zero, and stopping current flow entirely.
This may be seen more easily from a study of
Fig. 16.

(rl) Capacitor anil ResiEtor in Dioile Anoile Circuit.

Fig. l7b indicates the position when both
capacitor and resistor (in parallel) are inserted
in a Diode circuit (as in Fig. l?a). Duing the
first positive half-cycles, electron flow commences
and the capacitor charges up. The negatiwe
half-cycle partially discharges the capacitor by
curent flow through R. Meanwhile, the anode
has become more negative, so that during the
second positive half-cycle slightly less current
flows to maintain the DC through R and charge
up the capacitor. During the second negative

Fig. L7b.

half-cycle C again partially discharges, main-
taining the ffient through R. This continuee
until ultimately a state is reached where a
constant potential differenceo varying somewhat
at input ftequency, is maintained across C and R.

(e) The Diode a a Detector.

The L-C circuit applies a conetant amplitued,
alternating PD to the diode. (See Fig. l8).

During pre-signal conditions, the anode vol-
tage may be regarded as zero.

During the frst positive half-cycles, electrons
flow through the valve and aroud the circuit
via resistance R.

Capacitor C becomes charged and the anoale
is biassed negatively, so that when the second
positive half-cycle is applieil, this bias has to be
overcome before curent flows through the valve.

Duing the negative half-cycles, C discharges
through Ro to an extent dependent upon the size
of the resistor.

(continueil on page 376)

.10D
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Resistance and Capacitance
Decade Box

By A. R.

A LTHOUGH similar workshop eguipment

A has been described in these pages, it is^ - 
felt that this unil is comoact 

-wiilst 
ve.v

versatile.

It is unique inasmuch as any value of resistance
may be obtained up to and including l l, l f l , l l0
O in steps of I O, This has been achieved
although only 28 resistors are used. The
capacitance obtainable, while not so wide in
range, is very accomnodating.

t 2 l 4

Fig. l. Basic Circuits,

Circuit.

Seven five-way push-button switch units
are used with the necessary resistors and
capacitors. Reference to Fig. I will illustrate
the general principle used.

Each button (switch) is used for the dual
purpose of capacitance and resistance.

Supposing the values in Fig. I to be unity,
i.e., l, 2, 3 ancl 4 O, it can be seen that by
closing switch 2 and 3, resistors 2 and 3 are
short circuited, leaving a total of 5 C). Simi-
larly, if switch I is closed a total of 9 O is left.
All switches open equals l0 O, all switches
closed equals zero C), Thus, by using seven
banks, any value may be obtained.

Fig. 3. Showing the construction of the bores.

366

COPPIN

The banks are arranged as follows:-
Bank I : Units.
Bank 2: Tens.
Bank 3: Hundreds.
Bank 4: Thousands.
Bank5: TenThousands.
Bank 6: Hundred Thousands.
Bank ? : Millions (Meg O).

Button 5 on each bank is used to return the
buttons to zero. By depressing all fifth buttous
the unit is at zero C), ready to select any desired
resistance.

It should be noted that depressing a button
removes the short circuit from a resistor, thus
making marking of the panel direct reading, e.g.o

Buttons 2 and 4 equals 6 O.
, ,  2,3 and 4 equals 9 O.
,, 1,2 and 4 equals 7 Q.

Capacity is obtained in much the same way
except that when two buttons are pressed, two
capacitors are switched in parallel, thus adding
their individual values. If buttons 15 anrl 18
are depressed a total of 5,500 Micro-Micro-farads
are obtainecl (.0055 FF).

A double pole double throw switch is used
to change from resistance to capacitance. This
can be dispensed with if two pairs of terminals
are used.

In Fig. 2 only two units are shown in detailo
the other five are shown in block diasram
form.

Components.

The push-button switches are ex-government
surplus and are obtainable from several adver-
tisers in this journal.

Resistors of the one watt type may be usetl
for values of I K O and over. Below this
value the constructor can wind them with any
suitable resistance wire. Actually only three
are needed, f0 O, 100 O and 1,000 C), these are
tapped in the rat ios I  :  2:3 :4.

All these resistors are only in the circuit
being tested a short while so no overheating
should result.

Capacitors of 2 pF and over should be of thc
electrolytic type for compactness, although the
paper types can be used at the expense of space.
The smaller capacitors may be the tubular t11pes.
If the constructor intends to use this unit on
high voltage apparatus, such as transmitters and
certain parts of teleyision receivers, the capa-
citors must be of conesponding working volt-
ages. If using electrolytic capacitors, strict
polarity must be observed.
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LIST OF COMPONENTS.

U N I T  I

1'* 1 uN'T z
lsrx

Fig. 2. Theoretical circuit of conplete unit.

All points markeil " X" are connec,ed ,ogether.

Cl  50 pF 50v.
C2 25 pF 50v.
C3 32 pF 450v.
C4 16 pF 450v.
C5 8 pF 450v.
C6 4 pF 450v.
C7 2 pF 450v.
C B  l p F
C9 .5 pF
C10 .25 pF

Capacitors.

Cl l  . l  pF
c12 .05 pF
Cl3 .02 pF '

c l4 .01 pF
CrS .005 pF
C16 .002 pF
Cl? .001 pF
Cl8 500 ppF
C19 200 p1$
C20 100 ppF

Resistors.
R 1 5  3  K O
R 1 6  4  K O
R 1 7  I O  K Q
R T 8  2 0  K Q
R l 9  3 0  K O
R20 40 KO
R2r r00 K O
F.22 200 K o
R23 300 K O
R24 400 K O
R25 I Meg O
R26 2 Meg Q
R2? 3 Meg Q
R28 4 Meg O

R l  l c l
R 2  2 A
R 3  3 Q
R 4  4 Q
R5 r0c l
R6 20c)
R? 30c,
R8 4OQ
R9 100 c)
Rro 200 c)
Rll 300 c)
Rl2 400 Q
R 1 3  I K
R 1 4  2 K

See
Text

O
o

Coretruction.

If a sound job is to be made of this " instru-
ment " the switehes must be nounted rigidly.

A stout box or case should be obtained, this
may be either wooil or metal. The author
had a metal box on hand so use was made of it.
The box was somewhat wider than was neces-
sary, and the extra space at the side was therefore
used to accommodate the capacitors. The
box used measures 6jin. x l0in. x 3!in.

The push-button units were drilled and tapped
llin. from the top of the frame exactly in the
midille of the sirles.

Two pieces of angle metal are required
next. The author used metal supplied with a

" Juneero " outfit, Any metal may be usedo
or even wood, but it must be strong ancl rigid.
These should be cut to the exact length of the

box; this is to prevent movement of the bars
lengthwise. Seven holes lin. apart are drilled
along the length of these bars. The bars are

then bolted to the side members of the switches.
Before doing this, howewer, there is one inpor-

tant point: these switches incorporate a locking

device which prevents more than one button

(continueil on page 372)

lln
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CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY

BC22I FREQUENCY METER
HERE'S SOMETHING WORTH ADDING TO

YOUR EQUIPMENT

A ieterodyne_frequency meter. complete with valves
and guaranreed accuracy of 0.01 per cent. or 50o cycles.
whrchever is grearer. Dial readable one part in 5'0,000
MC. Better than two diat division per kc. funOimin_
tal ranges are 125-250 and 200-4d0 kcs., for batteiv
operation, or could be used with suitable mains unil
or vibrapack, -Makes a fine signal generator_or con_
verts to VFO. Slightty soiled Externatty. fesiiA
Detote qesDatch.

FiL?""6*'# Sg I lg | 6 "u"nlo**'d?ou

STILL AVAILABLE-

COMMAND
RECEIVERS

Brand New in maker's
cartons.

BC-453-A or B at

5Ol- illl o"tu

Btor?f uti?"ir'l'u3;r.:"#tT"iEquiomt,BC453,

4t (Fl o", ,.,

A " Handpicke
AMERICAi\

BRAND NEW-E;- U. S. NAVY-

AN/APA.T AIRCRAFT RADAR
EQUIPMENT

Comp-rising: Cathode Ray Tube lndicator (3Bpll
wrth httings; length 24 in.. base 12 in.
Plus:-lndicator Amplif ier, wiah lt, valves, etc., for
l l0-120V, 40O-2,0OO cps., 12 x /r x / rns.
Plus: Control Unit, with controls, erc., 8 x 2+ x 2* ins.
Plus: Instruction Book.

3*I"T'"6*'"? 84tl7t6 perset.
packed in u *"outilltooE 

PA'ID

Set  o f  PLUCS fo r  AN/APA-1 .

FftI&'"6*i$ 7/6 0"..",. FRi;
EX-U.S. NAVY-

r.F.F. RECEMR/TRANSMTTTER
Ty_pes-ABK (43AAX) l2V and ABK| (43AAy)
24Y,  fo r  158-186 Mcs. ,  w i rh  l0  Vatves . 'F ione i i
t)ynamoror, etc.,. in metal case l2in, x l2in. x gin.
useq, gooo condltron.

F*LT'"3*i+ S S / 6 .fl&{f,f8 fllB
Circuit available ar 1/9, post free.

fnterested ln TRANI
_se

NEW-UNUSED
TRANSMITTER TUNING fiNITS. ]

Each having Vernier runing dial. Variable capacitors.
I ank colt unrt on Ceramic Former. Ceramic

swirch, R€ Chokes.. etc., . in metal cabinet l{ in-i
/ i tn .  x  dm. ,  nn lsn  b tack .

TUsB. 1,500-3,000 kcs.
TU6B. 3,000-4,500 kcs. I

Fll8"t"d*t? 25,l - "u"'fo**519ou
TU 88. 6,200- 7,700 kcs.
TU 98. 7,700-10,000 kcs.
TU26B. 200- 500 kcs.

Sft ISrttt6'!E; l9/ 6 "u"n. "o*io?oot

OLYDBSDALD
FOB BANGAINS IN EX-SDnVI(

BRAND NEW-

RADIO COMPASS
RECEIVER T]NIT

Comprising: BC-433-A or
C, 15 valve superhet RCVR,
in .meta l  case 8{ in .  x  2 l in .  x
I ztn.

BC-434-A Control Box.
with "S" meter. etc.. in
metal case 7tin. x 4in. x
7 +in.
Flexibl€ Tuning Drive md
Seryi@ Instruction Book
(slightly soiled).

f,6/15/O ""..*l"h?s

SEND NOW FOR NEW 'ITUSTRATED ['5T. (Write Nome and Add-s in BLOCK lffTERS pledse).

IELYDBSDALB:XTI;
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o
)E S ELDCTBONIC

l " selection of

ISFORMERS'/
znd for Special List

f,or that " Transition V.F.O. Unit "

:^
x

I
E)

,

EQUIPMENT
RE-r/ARR-r AERIAL RELAY

SWITCH
Magnetically operated rotary switch SP/DT and
3 point On/Otr, etc., in metal box 4in. x 4in. x 2in.

8lP"*"dki9 S/ll *"n. BRi;
CZR-29I73 AERIAL SWITCH

RELAY
12V double relay operating DP/DT switch wirh
heavy contacs (l6V at 6A) erc., in metal box
4 i n . x 4 i n . x 2 i n .

3kPr""6ki$ 4tll "^.n F?iJ
A FEW ONLY-BRAND NEW.
Ex-U.S. SIGNAL CORPS-

AN/TRA.2 INTERCOM PACK
For 115V or 230V, 50/60 cps. Comprising: 2 units
C-ll2 and C-113. In individuat wooden carrying
cases. Size t3{in. x l2in. x 9in. Ready for imme-
diate use. Includes: lightweight headphones (ear-
fitting), 2 mics. and LS, etc. Complete with Instruc-
tion Book and Circuit.

3l[T'"6*''9 lE6/19/6 0- *,.
CARRIAGE PAID

The R,adiornanes ShoP o
DQUIP]uDlTT

BRAND NEW_

BEACON RCVR
BC-1206-B

A midget superhet, in
metal case 5+ x 4+ x
4* ins, for 200-400 kcs.,
w i th  6  va lves :65 .4 '7 ,
6SF7, 6SK7, 6K7 metal,
2|25L6GT for 24 volts,
miniature 3 gang con-
denser, dial and knob,
v/control W/switch, IF
trans.

FII&""6*'.9 iJ-7tG each. $!i;
NEW-UNUSED-

BC-1206-A, exacrly as above, but with all glass valves.

SkI&""dft?$ 27t6 each. B?i3

BRAND NEW in makers
sealed rrapper.

Ex-U.S,A,A.F.

JEFFERSON.
TRAVIS

SYNCHRONOUS
VIBRAPACK

U.F.T
ComDlete and self-contained vibrator power unit for
12 v6l ts input,  outputs 150/120 votts 30/50 mA choke/
caDacity smoothed, also LT and Bias, plus 4{ feet
scieened inDut lead f i t ted with crocodi le cl ips, with
circuit in metal case 7 in. x 4{ in. x 6 in., finish black.

FII&""6kEi 19/6 POST
each. PAID

BRAND NEW in maker's
cailons.

Ex-U.S.A.A.F.-
MALLORY

SYNCHRONOUS
\IIBRAPACK

Inpu t  l2  vo l ts ,  ou tpu t  150/120V,
J0/50 mA. Complete unit,
rotally enclosed and fully
screened.  D im. :  5 j in .  x  2* in .  x
5in.

Fil&""8ii9 l2t6, POST
PAID

2 BRIDGE STREET, GIASGOW, C.5
'Phone: SOUTH 270619

VISIT  OUR BRANCHES IN SCOTLAND,  ENGLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND



Query Oorner
A 63 Radio Constructor ,t service for readers

Faulty Output Stage.

" I haue a conmunication type receiaer in uhich
the output trarcformer is connected to the speaker
aia a jack plug and socket. The receiaer gat;e
satisfactory results until recently uhen il 

-was

switcheil on for a shofi perioil of time before
the speaker,was connected. IJpon conneiting
the speaker I was surpriseil to obtain no resuhi,
Is it possible to d.amage the receioer by operating
it without a speaker ? "

-G. Longley, Birmingham.

The answer to this query is that it is possible
to damage the output stage of a receiver by
operating it without a load, or in other words,
without a speaker connection. The impedance
of the primary of an output transformer is very
high compared with the impedance of the com-
bined speaker and transformer. This is because
the impedance of the loudspeaker, usually
about 3 C), is reflected into the primary of thi
transformer ; the value of the reflected impedance
being determined by multiplying the sq:uare of
the turns ratio of the transformer by the speaker
impedance. Now consider the effect of operating
the output valve with just the transformer as a
load. The DC resistance of the load is low so
that when no signal is present the valve is
operated under normal conditions. However,
when a signal is fed to the valve the sudden
changes in anode current result in the production
of a voltage across the transformer .which, at
times, may have a high peak value. It is
well-known that such a woltage is produced
across an inductance when the current flo*'ins
in the inductanee is caused to chanqe suddenlv-.
It is this voltage which, if allow-ed to exist
across the output transformer may result in the
breakdown of the insulation of either the trans-
forner itself, the tone correcting capacitor,
which is invariably connected across its primary,
or the valve. Such an insulation breakdown
will present a heavy load to the power supply
and no attempt should be made to operatJ ihe
receiver until the trouble has been remedied.
A simple insulation test will soon indicate the
faulty component, which, incidentally, is most
likely to be the tone correcting capacitor.

If, in any circumstances, it is possible for a
rece iver  to  be  un in ten t iona l l y  ope ia ted  w i thout
the connection of a speaker, it is advisable to
connect a dumny load of about 5 C) across the
secondary of the output transformer; this load
being cat out of circuit when the speaker jack
is inserted in its socket. This mav be readilv
achieved by the use of a double 

-circuit 
iact

socket .
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AC/DC Receiver.

" I intend to construct the AC/DC receiuer
ilescribecl in your April, 1948, number, but I
would like sorne further iletails before commencing
work. For example:-

(l\ A line coril is a nuisance anil I uoulil
prefer to use a 0.1 anp. ilropping resistor or
barretter, if either of these components is
obtainable.

(21 Is there a more powerful outpwt aalae in
the 0.I amp. loctal range than the UBL-2L?
If so, I would like ,o use it,

(3) I presume that a speaker energising fielil
may be used, in place of the resistor R-8. Would
this in fact be preferable?

,(4) Woukl suffcient sueening be obtained by
placing one coil aboae the chassis and. one below
it with their axes at right angles ?

(5) Can an eff.cient tone contol be useil, in
conjunction with C13 ? "-J. Wortman, E.Sheen.

This enquiry ie included as considerable interest
has been shown in this particular universal re-
ceiver which, as it only employs two valves and
a metal rectifier is capable of being packed into
a miniature cabinet. The performance of the
receiver is at least equal to- that of ary l-V-t
receiver. The use of the triode-hexode valve
type UCH-21, because the two sections have no
connection apart from a common cathode,
enables the hexode section to be used as an
RF amplifier and the triode section as the
detector. One or two readers have written to
tell us that they have constructed the receiver
using a press button unit as a station selector
thus rendering the dial and two-gang capacitor
unnecessary, and making a further reduction in
size possible, This method of tuning may be
readily achieved by substituting the gang capa-
citor by a series of preset components, each pair
selected by means of the press buttoD unit.

Now to return to the points raised by our corres-
pondent and taking them in order, the answers
a1s as fsll6ys 3-

(f) Whilst we agree that a line cord is not an
ideal solution to the problem of controlling the
heater curent it is nevertheless the most satis-
factory method for this receiver. A line cord of
the type intended for use with the 150 mA series
of American valves wil l prove to be quite satis-
factory and is readily available. However, a
power resistor capable of dissipating about
twenty watts may be useil if desired and shoulil
be mounted in such a position in the cabinet
that the heat generated may be readily dissipated.
Possibly the best position for such a component
is at the top back of the cabinet, ventilation
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holes must be provided to allow a free circu-
lation of air throughout the cabinet. No
mention has been made of the possibility of using
a barretter, as it is understood that one capabli
of controlling 100 mA is not readily obtainable
in this country.

(2) As far as is known there is no valve in
the 100 mA loctal range capable of producing
a greater output than is obtainable from the
UBL-21. This valwe is capable of providing
an output power of about 4| watts at 200 volts,
an output which is more than ample for a receiver
of this type, and thus, with the use of resistance
smoothing for the HT the voltage is reduced
to a value such that an. output of 1.5 watts mav
be obtained. Howevero if-a greater output is
required the smoothing resistor R-B should be
substituted by an LF choke and R-9 should be
increased to 200 Q. It must be remembered
that if a 4 watt output is to be obtained an 8in.
speaker should be employed.

(3) The resistor R-8 may be replaced by means
of a speaker energising winding, the use of such
a speaker saves the space which would otherwise
be required for R-8 or the smoothing choke,
and provides ample smoothing for ihe tt1l.
In this case, the resistor R-9 should have a value
of 200 c).

(a) It is sufficient to place the tuning coils
one on either side of the chassis, the one on the
lower side being mounted horizontally whilst the
upper one is vertical. Connecting leads to the
coils should be as short as possible in order to
reduce the inter-wiring capacity to a minimum ;
this wi'll preserve the stability of the receiver.

(5) A tone control is an added adyantaee in
any reeeiver and may be conveniently incor-
porateil in this set by substituting Cl3 by means
of 0.02 pF capacitor connected in series with a
20 k Q potentiometer. This system will provide
a range of tone control which is sufficient to suit
all requirements, See also note at foot of next
column.

Poor Focus.
" The oscilloscope which I am constructing has
nou reached the testing stoge, but I f ind that with
no toltage applied toihe {"f"rto, liatcs the spot,
ahhough cental on the screen, uiII not focus
sharply, What is ,he most likely cause of the
trouble?"-P. Smith, Hall Green.
This is quite a common fault in the home

constructed oscilloscope and may generally be
traced to one of three causes ; interference picked
up on deflector plate heads, tube placed within
the magnetic field of a transfonner or choke, or
a faglty tube. The first point may easily be
checked by connecting all four plates directly
to the final anode of the tube. If the focus
improves steps should be taken to screen the
leads, and the resistors connected between each
plate and the final anode should be tested.
Should one of these resistors be open circuited,
one of the plates will collect a negative chuge
and will give a deflection of the spot and may, it
the same time, cause a poor focos.

Interfaing magnetic fields often prove to be
very troublesome but an improvement will gen.
erally be obtained by moving the sowce of the
field with respect Lo the ;be. This usuallv
means moving. or merely tuning the mains
translbrmer. Such attempts may not prove to
be entirely satisfactory in which case a ritu-metal
screen must be placed around the tube neck.

These screens are readily obtainable at the
present time and the ex-WD tvpes will be found
to be reasonably priced.

- Before suspecting the tube of being faulty
it is worth while to check the EHT smoothine
capacitor, which if not functioning in its righi
capacity may cause very bad focus. However,
if the tube is faulty it is most l ikely rhat the
vacuxm is poor in which case the getter deposit
on the glass wall near the base of the tube will
have a furry appearance. This deposit should
have a blackish appearance with a trace of silver.
Should there be any sign of it turning white
around the edge, the tu-be may be ass;med to
be useless.

ee Query Corner t,
Rules

(l) A nominal fe of 1/- will be made for
cach query.

(2) Queries on any subicct relating to
tehnical radio or electrical matters
will .te aaepted, though it will nor bc
possible -to provide @mplerc circuit
diagrams for the more comllex receivers,
transmitters and the like.

(3) Complete circuits of equiDment may
be submitted to us before coNtructio;
is mmmenced. This will cDsure that
component values are correct and that
the circuit is theoretically sound.

(4) All- queries will receive critical scrutiny
and -replies will be as comprehensive as
possible.

(5) Conespondence to be addressed to
" Query Comer," Radio Construclor.
!1,- Maida Vale, Paddington, London,
w.9.

(O A selection of those queries with the
more_ -general interest will be repro-
dued in these pages each month.

AC/DC RECETVER
Arising from the original query with the abowe

tit le (see April 1948 issue, page 241), one or two
obvious discrepancies in the component values
have been queried. The anode feed-back
resistor, R6, should be 100 O or a similar low
walue, and not 100,000 O as shown. The anode
by-pass capacitor, Cl3, was printed as 500 pF-
obviously a wrong value! In this case the
figures had been reversed in printing, the correct
value being 0.005 pF. It may be noticed that
reaction is affected by the manipulation of the
audio gain control (R7). This is due to RF
getting through to the AF stage and the cure
lies in the insertion of a 500 ppF (or thereabouts)
capacitor between the junction of R5/R6 and
the necative line.
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Improving Low Note Response
By C. H. Webb

|TIHE quality of most receivers is judged

I by their reproduction of the lower fre-- 
gueucies. In general this is poor and may

be due to a variety of faults. Loudspeakers are
relatively inefficient below 100 cycles, whilst
gramophone recordings fall off at 250. The
frequency range of a considerable nmber of
rnusical instruments falls below these fisues
and it may seem to the discerning amateuithat
the.only remedy lies in an expensive quality
recerver.

However, at very little expense the bass
response of the average receiver can be improved
upon. Examination of the AF section of one
amateur-constructed set showed that it was
impossible to pass frequencies below 400 cs.
This was due to a bad choice of coupling values.

In the R-C coupled stage of Fig. I the relative
values of CI and Rl determine the lowest
frequency that will pass without being attenuated
to 70.7 per cent of its original voltage. That
is because these two components form a potential
divider between the anode of Vl and earth.
Yoltage developed across the capacitor is lost,
and as its reactance increases with a decrease
in frequency a point is met among the bass notes
when "cut-off" occurs. At this point the
reactances of the two components are equal.

A sensible value at which to fix this " cut-ofr "
is around 60 cycles. Below this figure a variety
of troubles ca:r be run into. There is a risk of
over-loading, anil if carried dom too much
mains hum and " motor-boating " can arise.

Suitable coupling values are shown in Fig, 2,
"cut-ofr" occurring around the figue quoted.
If no trouble is experienced and it is found that
the loudspeaker is able to handle even lower
frequencies this figure may be halved by doubling
either Cl or Rl.

Transfomer Coupling.

In the straight-forward transformer-coupled
stage we have a sinilar problem (Fig. lb). In
this case though there is the inductive reactance
of the primary and the AC resistance of Vl to
be considered. To pass the lowest frequencies
it is necessary that the reactance shall be as high
as possible compared with the anode resistance
of Yl .

Having decided on our frequency we can now
determine the primary inductance of the trans-
former and also the valve required. " Cut-offtt
will occu when f: ra

2nLp
Alternatively, this may be expressed :-

ra:2rrtLp or Lp: ra

zrf
Checking the AF section with these formulae

it is often possible to make improvements. In
some casee the frequency has been set too low
and a valve with a higher AC resistance and
consequent greater amplification can be sub-
stituted,

For example where 60 cs. is the lowest required
and the primary inductance is 90H a valve
with an impedance of 33,900 O is needed, Below
this figure there will be a loss of gain and above
it a reduction in low note response.

At this point the " bogey " of transformer-
coupling crops up. The primary inductance hag
been quoted as fixedo whereas in practice it is
likely to vary a good deal. This is due to the
changing anode current of the valve. With a
Iarge current the core becomes saturated and
the inductance can fall to a very low figue.

This can be overcome by the familiar system
of parallel-feed (Fig. fc). As far as low notes
are concerned this can lead to some very inter-
esting results.

Fig. l. Three familiar methoils of AF coupling. On the ualues
the louest frequency the section uill
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cl

0.025 pF

RI

0.01 pF

0.005 pF

100,000 c)

250,000 Q

500J00 c)

It will be seen that Cl is in series with the
transformer primary, thus forming a tuned
circuit. By a suitable choice of values this
can be made to resonate to the lower frequencies.
Fig. 3 shows that in effect this acts as a boost.

As can be seen it is a fairlv flatlv-tuned circuit
by reason of R and t^, *Li"h me in parallel
with it. A few experiments with the value of
the coupling capacitor will bring the low note
response down to an extreme figure.

Fig. z.
Tone Correctore.

The conventional method of maintaining good
bass response is by the introduction of a tone
corrector circuit. Strictly speaking this has only
the effect of cutting down the high notes and it
is at their expense that the lower notes are
amplified. In cases where pentode valves are
used for output a tone corrector is very much
desirable, however.

Fig. 4 shows a typical circuit. C and R act
as a shunt across the outDut transformer. Bv
virtue of the capacitativi reactance, though.
the resistance of this shunt will be lareer at the
lower frequencies, Therefore a propbrtion of
the power of high notes will be shunted away
from the loudspeaker.

Alternatiwelyo the shunt may be connected
betr,yeen anode anil earth. If the resistance is
made variable in either case the amount of
conection can be suited to the listener's tagte.
Another simple rernedy is to damp the secondary
of the AF transformer by connecting across it
a resistance of value between .l and .5 Mee C).

' A E O U E N C Y

Fig. 3. The coupling capacitor and. transformer
primary in a parallel-feil circuit ac, as a ,uned
circuit, resonating to a particulor group of frequen-
cies. The curae shown aboae denonstrates hou
this acts as a boost to bass notes.

FiS. !. Typical tone-corrector circuit for output
pentodes. R anil C act as a shunt, whosi resistince
is Inss _to^high notes than it is to bass. Ahernatiuely,
R and C may be connected. betueen anode aoil earih.

Usual .ualues are 0.01 pF and 10,000 Q.

Negetive Feedback.
Of increasing popularity are those circuits

utilising the theory of " negative feedback."
This is used normally to check the amount of
harmonic distortion in pentode valves. With
a slight reduction in gain we also get an improved
bass response and absence of background .; hiss."

Briefly, the theory is that a proportion of the
amplified voltage reaching the anode shall be
fed back to the grid in opposite phase to the
input voltage, There are a very great varietv
of circuits which may be used. The t*o *osi
usually net with are shown in FiE. 5. The
simplest is shown in (a) and involv-es nothins
more than the disconnection of the cathodi
capacitor. This proves rernarkably eflective.
In some cases, however, it may lead to speaker
reaonance. This is due to an increase in valve
impedance and consequent reduction in the damp.
ing on the loudspeaker. All the same it is-a
trick worth trying and will not unduly effect
a good instrument.

Fig, 6(a) is a safer and perhaps more con-
ventional feedback circuit. The proportion of
voltage fed back will depend upon t[e ratio of
Rl to R2. To avoid much loss o[ output power
their total resistance should be at least-teniimes
the load resistance. Feedback required is usuallv
about one-seventh, so that for a valve whosl
required load is 8,000 C) suitable values for Rl
and R2 would be 75,000 and 12,000 O respecrively.
The Louilspeaker.

, Thelast place for improving low note response
is at the loudspeaker itself. A perusal of-some
manufactuer's data however does not seem very
inspiring. Quite a few speakers seem to bL
unable to reproduce below 100 cs, Mainly it is
a question of size, Treble noles are produced
at the centre of the cone, whilst bass notes may
be said to require the whole cone. Thus, thl
larger the speaker radius the greater the frequency
range.
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H T +

Alternativelyo if the rim of the cone can be
made more flexible the greater is its capacity to
handle these lower notes. The mor6 adven-
turous may care to paint this with a mixtue
consisting of equal parts of glycerine and water.
This should be applied with a fne brush usins
very great care in confining it to the edge oT
the cone,

The most usual method of increasing speaker
bass response is the addition of a ba-ffieboard.

f;F-,-l. Two drcuits for negatiue feed-back.
"4" is extremely sinple and 

"oniisrs 
of the

rmoaal of the nornal cathode capaiitor,
"8" is the conaentional circuit. Rl mou
be 75,000 Q and R2 is 12,000 O. 2

suitable oalue for Cl is 1.0 pF.

, The, lowest frequency that will be produced
depends upon the exact area of the bafue. For
a^nine. square-foot type we can get as low as
30 cycles. Canied to an extteme measure the
ideal method is to cut a hole in the dividine wall
of a house. The hole should be in the ientre
and- the_speaker screwed securely round it. The
wall will act as a bafle with an area of anything
up to I20 square-feet with a conseguenr great
improvement in low note response.

(DECADE BoX-continued fron page J67)

being depressed at a time. This must be re-
moved and is achieved by unscrewine two
bolts at the ends of the underside of thJunits.
These bolts may be used to bolt the angle pieces
to the switches.

Inside the box are fitted two brackets at the
ends, these are placed so that when the assembled
switches are lowered into the box the ansle
pieces rest on them, thus taking the weig:ht
wlren ,qny of the buttons are pressed. Ii is
_advisable to provide lips at the ends of these
brackets to prevent side rnovement.

Next comes the panel. This, in the original
model, was made of aluminium. This isain
is a matter of choice, any metal nay be uied,
or wood.

The panel is drilled first with 35 holes to
clear the buttons, a Sin. drill is used. the
spacing of the holes being |in. between buttons
and lin, between units-

Holes are drilled next for the D.P.D.T.
switch and the terminals. These, of couse.

will vary with the items being used. Holes are
drilled round the edge foi screwing down
paner.

Two holes already drilled will be seen in the
top of each push-button unit. Holes corres-
ponding to these are drilled in the panel and
bolts with {in. spacers are used to- bolt rhe
units to the panel. This will give the neces.
sary clearance to the buttons when in or out.

In the author's model most components were
nounted directly on the switches, thus enablins
the unit to be pulled out of the case withoui
too many trailing wires. The larger com_
ponents were fixed to the case with clips.
_-N_othing need be said about the oferation.
With use the operator can select any risistance
speedily.

^Ju,st, a reminder th_at you can have your copies
of Yolume I bound. Those wishins to ;ke
advantage of this facility are askeJ to send
their complete twelve issues, together with index
sheetn to: J. R. Dunne, 19, Helmesdale Road,
Streatham, London, S.W.l6.

The books should be well packed to avoid
damage in the post. Please state whether you
wish to have rhe covers removed. The price,
8/-, includes return postage

_ Arising from this, would readers please note
that we re unable to supply back numbers of
V^o!9me I, with the exception Lf r r"ry few copies
of Nos. 4 and 5. PLEASE Do NoT ASK FbR
OTHER BACK NUMBERSI We iust cannot
supply them, Sorry.
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ToInexpensrve
Television

By G2ATV & G3AYA

(Some weeks ago the office became gradually the

centre of inlense aerbal duets between 2ATV and

3AyA.- They spoke in an excited monner of .such
things cs " eiroti" synch," 

o'frame jump," " l ine

slipa' and. " t ime bases." ln other words. ,hese

twi worthies hail caught the Teleuision Bug and

juitging fron the ircpired and exahed .nature qf
'thei'r 

Ziir"ssions lhe insecl certainly had biuen

deeply. Things got to such d stage that the only

way we coukllnduce any work out of them was to

set them rhe task of compiling a series of articles

on their experimenls t Hence, we arc able lo

present this- month the first orticle dealing with

ihe construcrion of a reasonably cheap yet eficient

teleaisor.-F'd.).

Introiluction.

I RE surplus cathode ray tubes any good for

;\ 
televisionJ Dols a 6 in. tube give a large

- - 
enough picture ? Is a green screen suit-

able ? Is an electrostatic tube good enough,

when commercial set manufacturers appear to

have abandoned them in favour of magnetic

deflection ? How about cost ?

Yes, these and many other questions arose in

ou own minds, too, at the outset, and we were

in consequence rather dubious about the degree

of success which we could expect. Now, we

are both enthusiastic viewers, and have derived

a good deal of fun in the process. As for the

questions given above, we would not presume

to make any dogmatic statements, but we will

set down here the conclusions which we have

drawn from our own experiences.

First, then, certain stnplus tubes now being

advertised are definitely capable of giving good

oictures, and we can recommend the SCPl and

VCR9? tob". which we ourselves used. Of

these two, the VCR97 gives a slightly larger

picture, needs a considerably lower voltage

supply, and is not so sensitive to outside distu-

bances such as hum pick-up from nearby mains

transformers. On the other hancl, the definition

obtaineil with the SCPI is slightly better, as the

spot size is somewhat smaller due to the higher

voltage on the final anode (intensifier).

Before lve go any further, it may be as u'ell
to state here that we shall confine these articles

to the sear and circuits which t'e ourselves have

usedo and that \ve do not propose to " stick our
necks out " by discussing alternatives which may,
or may not, work. To proceed, we find that the
picture sizes obtained with these tubes, roughly
Sins. x 4 ins. or 6f ins. x 5 ins., with some overlap,
are sufficiently large enough to enable up to four
persons to " look in " with some degree of comfort.

On occasions, we have accommodated up to
twice this number by a bit ofjudicious squeezing.

Now for the screen colour. The majority of
commercial models use tubes with white screenso
and a few use blue. To avoid confusion we would
point out that all screens look white when not
in use. When we talk of a blue screen here, we
mean one where, when in use, the picture colour
is l ight blue. Now the 1CR97 and SCPI have
green screens. In our opinion this colour is
littleo if at all, inferior, and in fact after the first
few minutes the viewer ceases to notice the colour
and takes notice only of the difference in shades.
The contrast obtainable with these tubes is
excellent, and there is no feeling of eye-strain
even after a complete evening's viewing. The
picture brightness is good enough to allow viewing
in ordinary daylight, so long as light is not
allowed to fall directly upon the face of the
tube-though, of couse, detail will be much
improved if the room is darkened.

Despite the commercial trendo we have found
these electrostatic tubes to be very suitable for
our purpose-that is, to give a picture which
though maybe not so sharp or so brilliant as
that obtained with a magnetic tube, is never-
theless of good enough quality to provide a pic-
tue of real entertainment value. Also" of
couse, we are saved the trouble of finding or
making suitable deflector coils. From the angle
of cost. too, electrostatic tubes are available in
Iarge quantities in the suplus market at low
prices. As for the cost of the complete equip-
ment, this will naturally vary according to the
amount of gear which the reader has on hand, but
by making use of surplus material the outlay
should not exceeil €20 even if every component
has to be purchased.

Main Equipment.
Before going into greater detail in each section,

first let us give a summary of the main items
used. The tubes have alreaily been mentioned,
and can be bought either as separate units, or
complete rvith their respective indicator units.
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This latter method provides a convenient chassis
for mounting the tube, and a supply of useful
components to boot. For the E.H.T. supply we
both used voltage doubler circuits, having the
necessary rectifiers and mains transformers,
which are not difficult to obtain. The svnch
and time base circuits were built " from scrafch "
to suit valves and components on hand. The
valves used in this section are a 6J5 phase splitter,
6AC7 synch separator, 6AC7 frame and line
oscillators, and 6SN7s for vertical and horizontal
amplifiers-not forgetting an EA50 (VR92) diode
for DC restoration. The power supply for this
unit follows normal practice and uses a 350-0-350
transforner.

For the vision receiver we used what is probably
the most sensitive receiver on the market at thl
present time-certainly more sensitive than the
circuit used in nany commercial televisors.
This is the R1355 receiver (equivalent R1426)
which contains 5 SP6l IF stages, EA50 diode
detector, SP6l video amplifier and SP6l cathode
follower output stage. This receiver is made
to take the popular RF24-25-26-27 units, has a
bandwiclth of approx. 4 Mcs., and need6 verv
little alteration for our purpose beyond thl
provision of a power pack, for which there is
room on the chassis. For vision the RF25
unit is uscd, set to position 2 on the selector
switch. The power supply can embody either
a 250-0-250 or 350-0-350 transformer.

For television sound reception, 2ATV has
tried two receivers, a simple superhet which was
knocked up from the junk box, and an R1426
plus RF25 which was modified, both of which
will be ilescribed later in this series. The former
proveil quite satisfactory for medium distanca

HT+

work though. there was some frequency drift
which necessitated a panel trimrrier t; hold
sound over a period of a few hours. The modi-
fied R1426 is, of couse, much more sensitive.
and_the_ frequency drilt is maeked by the witle
bandwidth which ie employed, so that the
only control needed is RF gain. 3AyA is using
an RF25 unit coupled as a convertor to hii
8C348 receiver. With this arrangement, the
receiver should be tuned Lo approximatelv
I Mcs.-the IF of these units se6;rs to ,r""y
somewhat from one model to another-and th;
unit switch should be set to position I, with the
appropriate trimmers set towards maximurn
capacity. Several other sound receivers have
appe_ared in these pages from time to time, and
maybe one of theee would appeal more Lo the
constructor as better suiting his needs-there is.
_after all, no point in building or converting a
large receiver if the televisor is to be used witlhin
easy range of the transmitter.

EHT Power Supplies.

There are several methods of obtainins the
necessary high voltage supply for the tubJ and
its network, and the voltage doubler circuit
chosen was employed simply because the com-
ponents lbr it were easily obtainable. This
circuit is shown in Fig. l, Vl and V2 can be
any suitable EHT rectifier to suit the voltaee
output of the windings L2, L3 and L4. Tf,e
resistors Rl and R2 are intended partly for
smoothing, and partly to l imit the current
flowing through the rectifiers in the event of a
breakdown in the EHT circuit causing an over-
load. A suitable value is I00 k e, bui it should

374
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This photo shows the rear o
2ATV's tube and tine bue
chassis, and illustrLtes the
set-up of the EHT power
supply described in this
article. It will be noticed
that the tube is mounted in
its original 6A chassis qnd
that this is in turn placed on
top of a WD surplus oscillo-
scope chassis which is used
for the time base unit. A
point to note is that the 6A
crassis is hiage.l at the back,
and rcmoval of two screws
at ,he .front enables the
chAsis to be raised to permit
easy access to the tube
network, which is qrranged
on a mounting stip fixed to
the underside af the 6A
chqssis. The pye socket in
the bottom right corner takes
the coaxiql .feeder .from the
vision receiver. The two
potentiometers to the right
af the tube are the X and Y
shifts. To the right of these
can be seen another pye
socket, which is connected
to the speech coil of the
Sin. speaker, which is moun-
ted in the aperture in the
oscilloscope chassis normally
used for the tube. This
Iayout is not necessary, o
cource, but both chassis wete
on hand, and advantage wu
taken of the .fact that they
were both af the same width
and depth. The coupling
capqcitors between the deflec-
tor pl|tes qnd time bqse
amplifiers need to be placed
es near as possible to the
plates themselves. Two can
be seen to the right af the
tube bqse, the other two
being hidden by the tube
mounting brqcket.

be noted that this value can be increased to form
a convenient means of cutting down the voltage
where the EHT winding happens to give an
output greater than is required for the tube.
Cl ancl C2 are of equal value, and should be 0.1 pF
or larger, with an adequate working voltage
rating. The bleeder network R3-4-5-6 may or
may not be considered necessary, as the tube
network itse[ constitutes a bleeder, but if used
should consist of a series of separate resistors,
as shown, in order to keep the voltage drop
across each resistor to a comparatively low figure-
not more than 500 volts across any one resistor-
and thus remove any risk of " flash-over,"

The EHT winding L4 may consist of a single
winding, or two in series. As an exampleo
2ATV is using a transformer which was originally

intended for an oscilloscope, and which has two
high voltage secondaries-, 350-0-350 and 800.
In series this gives 1,500 volts, which doubles to
3,000 volts RMS, or 4.200 volts peak. Rl and
R2 are 250 k C) each, and R3-4-5-6 made to total
2 Meg Q, so that with the tube and its network
in circuit the EHT voltage to the tube is approxi-
mately 3,000V. It is possible to use less than
this voltage, of course, and the YCR9? will work
with f,500 volts applied to it, but there will be
less brilliance, and-what is perhaps more
important-the spot size will be larger so that
a clear picture is much more difficult to obtain.
One point about the transformer-it is important
that it should be a really first-class job, with the
rvindings well insulated. both from each other
and from the core to withstand the high voltages

'  o t o
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present. Whilst on this matter of insulation,
Cl may be one of those capacitors in which the
metal case is one of the plates, in which event
it is most important that the capacitor is mounled
i".:Y"\ a way that no danger to property or
self _is involved. We suggesi that ii should le
fixed to a substantial paxolin panel, with a paxo_
lin cover over the fixing screws should these
project on the outside of the chassis where they
could be handled. Wiring, too, should be
carried out in high-quality sleeving, and for this
purpose sleeving which has a polythene or similar
inner tubing is ideal.

On the primary side of the EHT supply. the
windiag Ll is fitted with a fuse and a switch
in each of the leads. This is done, not in order
to -use as m--any components as possible, but in
order to afford some protection to the trans-
lbrmer in the event. of trouble arising in the tube
supply-circuit, and what is evei morl important,
to make sure that the circuit reallv 

^IS 
dis-

connected from the mains when .. switched off."
Switches should be of the quick-acrion toqgle
type, anil the fuses should be iated at lA.

Before finally leaving this section, one or two
points on the mechanical side call for mention.
A clear picture WILL NOT be obtained unless
it is possible_ to get a small, sharply deGned
" spot ?' on the screen when the tu6e is tested

with its network and supplies. As far as the
EHT supply is concerned-,-this means that the
voltage must Dot be too low-we recommend
1,500 volts as the minimum-and that the spot
is not disto_rted through being affected by ihe
magnetic feld surounding the EHT transformer.
Both tubes ue fitted witl a mu-metal screen to
minimise the latter effecto but evel so the trans-
former should be_carefully located. As previously
mentioned, the SCPI is the more touchv of thl
two, and the EHT Bupply for this is best mounted
on a small chassis so that it may be located
easily in the most convenient posiiion-it mav
need to be as much as three feei from the tube'!
The VRC9? is not so critical, and it was found
possible to mount the transformer behind a
screen and just below the tube holder without
ill-effect.

The rectifier valveholders ehould be either
ceramico or the bakelite holders with a lone
leakage path which are specially made for th;
prpose. Resistors should preferably be one
satt, as these are fairly long and not eo liable to
" flash-over " ae the half-watt type, and should
be. firmly mounted, preferably on a mounting
strip or panel.

Next instalment: Tubes, tube network"
arul time-base pouer supply unit.

(T H ERM IO N I C I. ALI/ E S-continueil frorn page
36s).

Subsequent 
.,cycles of applied voltage. will

reouce va untrl a steady state is reached where
only the tips of the positive half_cycles recharge
U, maintaining a current flow through R.

_ Thus, through R flows a steady DC and. across
.tt rs a steady potential difference (pD).

,.Yhul a,modulated input is applied ro the
diode circuir, the DC rhrough R will rise and
fall at modulation frequency-so that across th;

RC combination the following are developed :-

l. DC Voltage-due to current flow.
2. RF Voltage-due to signal input.
3. AF Voltage-as mean value of pD across

R is now varying at AF due to modu-
lation.

See Fie. 19.

Fig. 19. Mean ualue o;f PD across ,,R" aaries
at RF. Mean increase in Ia .fl,uctuates at AF.

o / o

Fig. 18.



Badio SimPlified
By A. J.  Duley

Part 5

f-N the last two ilticles, the expressions
| " straight " and 5' superhet " have occrmed.

* 
Let us see the fundamental differences

between these tlpes of circuit.
The Straight Circuit.

In this type of set, the signal comes in via the
aerial leail in, and is feil to the tuning circuit'
the action of which is to select one particulu
frequency, This circuit can take many forms,
the commonest being the coil and capacitor
circuit as shown in Fig. l.

:

Fis,. l. Usual methoil of tuning. Frequency- 
is uarieil by capacitor.

This frequency is fed to the grid of the valve,
either for rectification, or demodulation as it
is calleil, or for amplification as an HF signal.
The whole point is that the signal itself, or an
amplified version of it is first restified and then
u-plified by the audio frequency gide of the set.

Ifo however, the signJ received is say l'000
kilocvcles. and a valve oscillator generates a
signai of 

'1,465 
kcs., and we combine the two

signals in some way' then it would be possible
tJ extract sisnals at 465 kcs., and also at 2,465
kcs., the sui 

"od 
difference of the two original

sisnals.-In 
superheterodyne receivers, this principle

is used, and 465 kcs. is the commonest frequency
difference, although various other frequencies
are in use. such as ll0 kcs,, 450 kcs. and I,600 kcs.
The local oscillation can be generated by a
separate valve, or can be supplied by a valve
with a dual function. Valves of the pentagrid
and trioale-hexode tlpes are in this class. A
circuit showing the two valve type of circuit ie
in Fig. 2, using an HF pentode as the " mixer "
and a triode as an oscillator. In the anode
circuit of the HF pentocle the device for extracting
the required frequency is connected. This
consists of an intermediate frequency trans-
forner which is tuned to the intermediate
frequency, and for the final adjustment of thiso
a small trirnning capacitor is usually connected
across the transformer winding, and " lining up "
as it ie calleal" is done with the aid of these.

The circuits for pentagrid and triocle-hexode
valves are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The signal
circuit is shown in ilark lineg, and the oecillator
in lighter lines. In the case of the triode-hexode,
the triode oscillator part is clearly seen. The
pentagrid consists of a triode section for an
oscillator, and a screen grid valve for the mixer
section. Both these valves use a common cathode
and this is the electrode which cauees the mixing
of the signal and oscillator frequencies. This

to HF or
deleclor

co i l "x "

ualoe frequency changer circuit coupleil by coil
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arso is the case in the ,,t"Jfl;-:;",P"?i""1'f** "Ko:.:::::radio set, the medium waveband.
types of multi-electrode valves such as - the goes from 1,2s0 kcs. to 5b0 kcs. (2s0-600 ;;;.j
octodes, which have good performanc" oo shori ind all HF amplifiers u.r"-to cope with this

l:_f::gr:lyr.ttir"ii.pl" p my pet, Nephew, ;:"l"i:lT iluli:":,tT.i ,llr"'*Jl',:";t"-';"J|;
ne ralsed the obJection that the_straight circuit in sucb a way thatlhe inte^rmediate frelr"icy
seemed -to do- the job a darned sigh*t quicker, is fixed .t 

"oh" fi""ii."g"J 
""r"", 

and conse-
and without the bother of juggling--aroood *ith qo".tly the HF.irprin"i 

"L 
b" boiit to amplify

frequencies and that he was blowid if he coultl r'i the on" f.equen'cy, thus the amplifier after
8ee what advantage -was to -he gained from the frequency i,fr""g"" 

"t"ge 
is called " inter-

using this system. Cursing, him."heartily at -ediute'freqi"""y i-pm"i.;' Fig. S shows a
bis impatience, r proceeded to iron ooi hi. frequency 

"h".rg". 
stale followed "by 

an inter-
difficulties.

-.J::l ih:,. f""9':'1y changing.,, stage with *:311ffft1ti:1'"1lX1X;"f,1"";*?ir*il.11:
X::::^_i:,,i1":1".1. q"?lr, the "intermediate IF amplifier stage, or to the rectifiation stage.
11:91"""y, 

rs extracted by the IF transformer, This may take leveral forms, for instance, in
ancl passed on to a normal type of HI amplifier. ordinary- .. leaky grid,,' or .. anode bend,,
Here lies the point of the iriperhet desigi. a"i""to", as used in normal ,. straisht', sets

378
Fig. 4. Triode-hexoile circuit.
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may be used, but more likely is the use of a
valve combining rectification and LF amplifi-
cation, such a valve as the diode-triode, or
diode-pentode, the circuit of which is given in
Fig. 6. The secondary of the IF transformer,
shown in Fig. 6, is the secondary shown un-
connected in Fig. 5. This is now connected
across the diode section of the diode-pentode,
and thus the signals in the secondary are rectified,
and are applied to the control grid of the pentode
via the diode load as shown.

My P.N. then raised the point that the addition
as well as the difference may cause a signal in
the set; this I contradicted, as the IF trans-
former will eliminate this trouble, but a common
trouble is that caused as follows: if the sienal
i s  1 .000 k r .s .  and the  lF  i s  465 kcs . ,  the  osc i l la to r
wil l be oscil lating at I,465 kcs. Now, if there is
a station at 1,930 kcs. this is also 465 kcs. from
the oscillator and will also be picked out by the
IF transformer. This is known as " second
channel " interference, and on the suppression
of this fault, the choice of the IF itself lies. A
low IF is good for selectivity, but a higher fre-
quency is needed for suppressilg second channel
interference,

To eliminate this fault, a system of double
frequency changing was introduced, in this
type of circuito a first change of frequency to
a region of megacycles eliminated second channel
interference and the second change to the region
of a few kilocycles (l l0 kcs., for example) made
the  se lec t iv i t y  good aga in .

Work on the ultra short range (60 megacycles)
has produced an IF as high as 4 megacyeles,
for at this frequency, the selectivity does not
necessarily have to be of a high order.

Other types of tuning. .r"b ." variable per-
rneability tuning (the insertion of iron dust
cored plungers into coils), have been introiluced

Fig. 6. Diode-pentode for iletection and
amplification.

Fig.5. FC and IF stoges.
(The secondory uinding of the IF transformer shouliJ be
returned to the nega,iae line and. not to cdthode as shown,'1

6L
ITI

into the superhet receiver. The push-button
systems involve either a set of fixed capacitors
(or rather semi-variables switched in by each
button) or the buttons control an electric motor
which rotates a capacitor or varies iron dust
cored plungers in order to tune the circuit.

For high selectivity, crystal filters are intro-
duced into the IF circuits in a similar capacity
to those as used in a transmitter-that is for
frequency control.

It will be found that no matter how scientifi-
cally oscillator and mixer circuits are designed,
true ganging is impossible to obtain. In this
respect, a trimmer is connected in each circuit.
Certain points are taken to be absolutely true for
ganging and from these the circuit is modified
by adjusting the Lrimmers.

In the next instalment, it is proposed to tackle
the subject of bridges and their uses. This will
be followed by notes on the cathode ray tube.
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SMALL AI}VDISTISEMENTS

Reades'smalt advertisements will_be acpted at.3d. psr word, minimm chrge 3-/-. Trade advertisements
w1r 6,r' aceptla ii e a. p", *"r{ #;G;;;d;s; ol:.- ir a. noi'Number is requ'ired. m additional charge. of
ije;ft b;-;;d". 

'i"ids: 
cau'witn coq. 

- 
ltt-ioiy -Gt be in hmd by the lbth oi the month for inserdon

ii the following month's issue.

I

PRTVATE
CRYSTAL MONITOR, Tvpe 4A, ex-R.A.F. -l-00--13^0- 

Mis.. crystal check. 230v AC input-t2/10/0.
Ameiican'3 inch Cathode Ray Tube, complete with
holder and mumetal shield. Type 3BPl, 6.3V heater.
New-25/-. Rothermel senior crystal pick-up--25/-.
Tl154 Transmitter, ex-R'A'F.' complete with atl

"-"r"!i. 
u.i- 

'onn'used 
on Ham 6ands-!2/10i0.

Box  112.

AIR MINISTRY, Type 37 Oscillator. Brand new.
Modified for Him ule. CW and fone. 20-80 Mcs.
807 in final, 230V AC-fl0/0/0. Box 113.

EX-U.S, AIR FORCE Command Transmitter, !CB2l4'--5-i. jMc.., 
6J5 ECO plus crvstal' Parallel 1625's PA

irzV u"ri i6"" of 807)' Needs power pack. Supplied
with circuit diagram.-€2l10/0. Box I14.

FOR SALE-1155 reeiver in good condition, -with
oower oack for AC mains and with PP output, htted
i2 inctr vitavox speaker. Prie f,12. London area-
iall for denonstration, or write to 142, Dibdin House,
Maida Vale, W.9.

AMATEUR DISPOSING of Vitavox, BTH and-Rother-
mel mikes, crystal pick-ups, V-arley translorme^rs'
CDP recorder, Quartermaster dnll '  eic. Saamp -ror
l ists.-Bourne, 27, Beaver Road, Manchester' 20'

BLILEY or RCA t00 kcs. crystals, new, for frequency
standard in hermetically sealed mounting with hqlqel
€l/0/0. Mains transformer, 200-250 AC, 350-0-l5U
180 mA. 3 LT windines, 4V, 3A, 4V, 4.A, 4V, 4A-ls/:.
Valves. slightly used, but guaranteed O.K. PTI5.
l216 eicb. 

-ISWL/G15, 
64, Cavendish Road, Kilburn'

London. N.W.6,

TRADE
SMTH FOR RADIO. All types of components

suoolied, "O" Coils, Valves, Transformers, etc.
Oui;k Seryice. Send for requirements C.w.O. or
C.O.D. Send stamp for list.-98, West End Road,
Morecambe.

OSUs md G.P.O. Approved Log Books. Samples- 
free.-Atkinson Bros.. Printers, Elland'

J. V. NEWSON, G3GY ex G2GF, 28, Market Place'
North Walsham, Norfolk. Large stocks o! conl-
Donents for the constructor. Eddystone, Hmrad,
ilaymat, Labgear, Woden, Weymouth, Wearite, etc.
Adyice free. Stamp with enquiries please.

COPPER WIRE. Enamelled, Tinned, Corlotr,
Silk+overed. All gauges. Screws, nuts, w48her8'
soldering tags, eyelets. Ebonite and laminated
BakelitCoanels. Coil fomers, Covered wir€s, ear'
ohones. itc. List S.A.E. Post Radio Supplies, 33,
boume Gardens. London, E.4

" You'll Probobll get it at

Smith's of Edgware Road "
The Book on how to make it'
The Material to make it with,
The Components to Put in it,
The Equipment to test it with,
fhe Cabinet to Put it in.

(AND a fair deal!)

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD.
287.9  EDGWARE ROAD,  LONDON,  vv .2

Near Edgware Road Met. and Bakerloo
Phone PAD.589 l  : :  Hours  9 -6  (Thurs .  I  o /c .

t{"nty', *ro,o Gomponent $pecialists

We have the most comPrch€lsivc tugc

of Radio Components of eYcty n.tuc.

Our teputation is you guanltcc'

If unable to call, please send qamp fot

curtent Price list.

(Dept. Rg

5 HARROW ROAD' W.2 PADodin€ron
(Opposite Edgware Road Tube)

Y

*
We have the finest stock of

Br i t ish and American radio

books in th is country.

Wtite ot call fot comf.lete list-

THE  MODERN BOOK COMPANY
(Dept.Rc)

19-23 Praed Street, London, W.2

BARNES RAD.ELEC CO.
12 Pipers Row, Wolverhampton

(Central by stations and Victoria Sq.)

New Lists and R1116 leaflet, 3d. Thousands
of omponents and gear: 14 ft. copper or 9* ft.
dural aerials, 7 16; 4 pin and 6 pio servie round
mphenal plues, li6; midget LS transformers,
3/6: LF Ferranti, 6/-; 60 mA 230V metal recti-
f ier!, 4/6; 50 way junction boxes, 4/- (bargain);
SM dials with knobs, scale, I in. coupling,
10/- pair: 16 mfd. 750V condensers, 6/-; l.5V
baiteiies,'3 for 2/-; "Air-Tesred" RI116 battery
sets, all-wave 8 valve-€l0 collected' tll
delivered in transit case.


